







2003 TEMPLE PHONE LISTINGS
Emergencies
Ambulance, Fire, Police 911
Be sure to give your address and name and a call back number as well as clearly stating









































Recycling Office 654-6 1 50
Tax Collector 878-3873
Selectmen's Office 878-2536
Admin. Asst. to the Selectmen (878-2536)
Mon., Tues.. Wed., Thurs., 9:30-12:30 & l:00-5p.m.
Mansfield Library (878-3100)
Mon. & Fri. 1:30-5 p.m., Tues. 10-12 a.m. & 1-5:30 p.m., Wed. 1:30-5 p.m. & 7-9 p.m.
Sat. 2-5 p.m.
Tax Collector (878-3873)
Tues. Wed., & Thurs. 9-2 p.m.
Town Clerk (878-3873)
Tues. Wed. & Thurs. 9-2 p.m
Wilton Recycling Center (654-6150)





For the Year Ending December 31, 2003
Cover Photo: Ruffed Grouse (current resident of East Road)
Photo taken off East Road
Courtesy of Roger Hatt
Town Report Compiled by Sherry Fiske
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Timothy P. Fiske, Cemetery Supervisor
Zoning Board of Adjustment
Donald Kraemer, Chairman Term Expires 2004
Nathan Chamberlin Term Expires 2004
Silas Little Term Expires 2005
Honey Hastings Term Expires 2006
John Pierce Term Expires 2006
Donald Fonda - Alternate Term Expires 2006
Conval Selectmen's Advisory Committee
Bruce Kantner













Ambulance and Rescue Service Representative
Grafton Brown
Paul Jordan




























Steven Duval, Full Time
Brett Sullivan Part Time




James H. McTague, Chief
Kay Lamaree, Part Time





Richard Whitcomb, Appointed 1 year
Allan Pickman

















Linda Homer - Alternate
David Repak
Paul Quinn, Chairman
























































To the inhabitants of the Town of Temple in the County of Hillsborough in
said State, qualified to vote in town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Temple, on
Tuesday, the Ninth Day of March next, at ten o'clock in the morning, to act
on the following subjects.
Article 1: To cast your ballots for the election of all officers required to be
elected to serve the Town of Temple for the ensuing year.
Article 2: To cast your ballots for the election of such officers as may be
required by law to serve the Contoocook Valley School district for the ensuing
year.
THE POLLS SHALL OPEN AT TEN O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING, AND
SHALL CLOSE NOT EARLIER THAN SEVEN O'CLOCK IN THE
EVENING.
You are further notified to meet at the Temple Elementary School in
said Temple, on Saturday, the Thirteenth Day of March next, at ten o'clock
in the morning, to act on the following:
Article 3: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
$1,164,883.00 for town charges and other necessary maintenance and
operating expenditures. (Selectmen recommend)
Article 4: To hear the reports of agents, auditors, and committees or officers
heretofore chosen and to any vote relating thereto.
Article 5: To see if the Town, pursuant to RSA 79-A:25; will vote to place
10% of the revenues of all future payments collected pursuant to RSA 79-
A
into the conservation fund which was previously created in accordance with
RSA 3 6-A. (By petition) (Selectmen oppose 2 to 1)
Article 6: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Twenty Thousand dollars ($20,000.00), to create a Capital Reserve Fund for
the purpose ofrenovation and restoration, including an addition, ofthe Temple
Town Hall, and further to appoint the Selectmen, as agents for this fund.
(Selectmen recommend)
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Article 7: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen
to appoint a Capital Improvements Committee pursuant to RSA 674:5, which
shall include at least one member of the Planning Board and may include but
not be limited to other members ofthe Planning Board or the Town Governing
Body, to prepare and amend a recommended program of municipal capital
improvement projects projected over a period of at least 6 years. (Selectmen
recommend)
Article 8: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Three Thousand dollars ($3,000.00) for the purpose of funding a Capital
Improvements Project. (Selectmen recommend)
Article 9: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Four Thousand dollars ($4,000.00) for the purpose of purchasing a water
softener for the Temple Municipal Building. (Selectmen recommend)
Article 10: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Seven Thousand Five Hundred dollars ($7,500.00) for the purpose of
purchasing a lawn mowing machine and attachments. (Selectmen recommend)
Article 11: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Ten Thousand dollars ($10,600.00) for the purpose ofpurchasing a Highway
Sander. (Selectmen recommend)
Article 12: To see if the Town will vote, pursuant to RSA 669:17-b, to
discontinue the elected office of Road Agent effective March 8, 2005 and to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to appoint, for an indefinite term and under
the guidelines of the Temple Human Resources Manual, pursuant to RSA
23 1 :64, an Expert Road Agent. (Selectmen recommend)
Article 13: To see if the Town will vote to extinguish any well water rights
the Town may have and to authorize the Selectmen to execute any documents
necessary to extinguish any rights the Town may have to draw water from
the well located at 23 Hadley Highway, Map 07 Lot 017, and to take any
necessary action to carry out the extinguishments of these rights. (Selectmen
recommend)
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Given under our hands and seal this 10th day of February in the year





































































































































































































Total Appropriations $1,227,657.00 $1,153,025.52 $1,164,883.00
2004 Warrant Articles
Warrant Article - Town Hall
Warrant Article - Capital Improvements
Warrant Article - Water Softener
Warrant Article - Lawn mower






Under Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) 34 regulations, towns are now
required to show accumulated vacation and sick leave payables to employees on their books.
The following accounts were affected in 2003, and increased due to this regulation.
Town Administration $6,084; Police Dept. $6,989; Highway Dept. $12,850.
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SELECTMEN'S REPORT 2003
For the Select Board, 2003 was a year of strengthening Temple's municipal,
"household" foundations. The Board focused on the six areas described below.
• Select Board office: Important work continued on organizing and protecting
old and current records. Staff tracked their office tasks and hours with an eye
towards composing an office-operating manual. Floors were renovated with
ceramic tiles and fresh carpets.
• Select Board team: New Selectman Tedd Petro asked many good questions
that helped all three members examine tasks and processes in fresh ways. Two
members completed a training, spanning six months, in local government
leadership at the New Hampshire Selectperson Institute. All Board members
and staff attended numerous workshops and special meetings that increased
understanding and skills in a wide range of areas such as budget planning,
payroll systems, employment law, municipal ethics, ambulance services,
recycling issues, conservation planning, smart growth, welfare management,
and others. Select Board members worked on improving teamwork and
efficiency through division of labor, clear communication, advance planning,
highlighting tasks in the minutes, and delegating projects to volunteers when
possible.
• Select Board Meetings: The Board has taken further steps to keep citizens
informed and help them feel welcome and involved in meetings. Agendas are
posted at the Town Office and submitted to the Temple website by the Friday
five days before each regular meeting. (Extra thanks to Webmaster Steve
McRae.) Meeting attendees are invited to follow the agenda, offer questions
and comments, and contribute to a mood of respectful listening and discussion.
The Board will continue to nurture this kind of congenial, civic discourse and
cooperation towards common, community goals. They ask for your feedback
and suggestions on how these efforts are working.
• Town boards and employees: The Select Board has made new
appointments to several boards and commissions, as printed in this report, with
the intention of supporting the best efforts of these groups. The Board has
worked closely with the Budget Advisory Committee this year and appreciates
the resulting improvements in budget clarity and presentation. Board members
look forward to similar cooperation with the Planning Board in implementing
new Master objectives and revising the Zoning Ordinance in 2004. The Board
continues to work on balancing employee health insurance needs and rising
costs with appropriate salary raises. The Board wishes to recognize the fine
quality and reliability of Town employees.
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• Buildings and equipment: "Housekeeping" in this area has included repairs
to the plumbing and heating in both the Town Hall and Town Office, the
purchase of a new fire tanker, work on the new ball field, and repair of the
Town scales. The Board is looking at ongoing maintenance needs and reliable
ways to deal with these. The Board gave its support to the Friends of Temple
Town Hall for their renovation/improvement plans. Many thanks to the
anonymous donor of a "four wheeler" (OHRV) for our Police Department,
which has already proved useful in curtailing speeding OHRV's and generating
revenue for the Town.
• Landscape: Selectperson Fiske led a lively project with many volunteers
(thank you Linda Bollinger) to replace the rails on the Common. The State-
required perambulation (walking) of the Town's boundaries by the Select
Board is underway and will include new mapping. The old farm dump on the
Weston Conservation Land was tested, found safe from toxic chemicals, and
removed by the Highway Dept. and Conservation Commission. After citizen
concern and comments expressed at three meetings, the Board voted to lower
some speed limits. Please take your time driving through Town to enjoy our
beautiful landscape in the Year 2004.
Respectfully submitted,
Bruce Kantner, Sherry Fiske, Tedd Petro
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BUDGET ADVISORY COMMITTEE
At Town Meeting, 2002, taxpayers created the Budget Advisory Committee to
"assist the voters. ..in the prudent appropriation of public funds..." (RSA 32:24).
The following six members were elected to the BAC in 2003: Steve Andersen
(3 yr. term), Brian Kullgren (3 yr. term), Charlene Eddy (2 yr. term), Rae
Barnhisel (2 yr. term), Paul Quinn (1 yr. term), and Chris Nolte (1 yr. term).
Meetings were held every 2nd and 4th Wednesday of the month from 7:00 to
9:00 pm at the Town Hall. Minutes are on file at the Library (with attachments)
and posted on the Town of Temple's Web site.
The mission of the BAC is to assist the Select Board in preparing the
budget; to promote sound fiscal policy within departments based on frugality,
common sense, and well-being; standardize the budget process across
departments; establish and implement an annual budget preparation schedule
based on statutory deadlines and prior experience; investigate and evaluate
ways to save the taxpayer money; inform and educate the public on the budget
process; be able to provide detailed information on the expenditure of town
monies; and advocate change in existing budgeting procedures as necessary.
Formal recommendations to the Select Board included requests to have
the complete detailed budget and the BAC's report included in the town's 2004
'Annual Reports;" a copy of the Account Detail provided to the BAC on a
quarterly basis with the general statement of accounts and additional detail
upon request; a Budget Timeline be established that begins in September for
joint meetings with dept. heads and the BAC to discuss the next year's budget;
appropriations that are one time or special or exceptional expenditures be
presented as warrant articles; BAC assistance in evaluating open competitive
bids and other financial matters; and BAC recommendations included with
Select Board recommendations in the 2004 warrant for all monetary
appropriations. In addition, the BAC requested, in writing, that the Select
Board a) refrain from voting to accept funds from a private source that would
authorize the Police Dept. to purchase an off-road vehicle and b) that a list of
items that were donated in lieu of the originally proposed $10,000 donation be
provided to the BAC.
In the past year the BAC has met with the heads of the following
departments: Highway, Police, Fire, and Animal Control. A copy of each
interview is approved by the department and is available at the library. The
BAC established a Budget Timeline that included two public hearings, met
twice with Sandra Rourke from the New Hampshire Department of Revenue
Administration (DRA), and sent 2 members to attend the annual New





We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the
Town of Temple, New Hampshire, as of and for the year ended December 31,
2002, as listed in the table of contents. These financial statements are the
responsibility of the Town's management. Our responsibility is to express an
opinion on these financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally
accepted in the United States of America. Those standards require that we plan
and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the
financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes
examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in
the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting
principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as
evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our
audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
Consistent with most municipalities in the State of New Hampshire, the
Town does not maintain a record of its general fixed assets and, accordingly, a
statement of general fixed assets, required by generally accepted accounting
principles, is not included in the financial statements.
The Town recognizes property tax revenues on the accrual basis in the
General Fund, which is not in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles. Generally accepted accounting principles require recognition of
property taxes on the modified accrual basis.
In our opinion, except for the issues discussed in the previous paragraphs,
the general purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of the Town of Temple, New
Hampshire, as of December 31, 2002, and the results of its operations for the
year then ended in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in
the United States of America.
Respectfully submitted,
Melanson, Heath & Company, Certified Public Accountants
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Description Value
Town Hall, Highway Sheds, Library $42 1 ,789.00
Library Furniture & Equipment 10,000.00
Highway Equipment 388,216.00
Highway Material & Supplies 3,000.00
Municipal Building/Fire Station 1 74,600.00
Furniture & Equipment 47,157.00
Police Equipment including Cruisers 81,937.00
Fire Department Equipment including Trucks 408,085.00
Ball Park, Tennis Court, Cemeteries 42,476.00
Town Dump 13,900.00
Land Acquired Through Tax Deed
Richards Land (Town Forest) 1 04,700.00
Luongo & Ianninni Land (on Route 45) 1 84,500.00
Davis Land (on Route 101) 5,000.00




Unknown Field (next to Richard Benotti) 14,300.00




































Robert Frazier, Resigned 580.50
















































































Total Culture and Recreation $41,632.75
Debt Service
Principal-Long Term Notes $0.00
Interest-Long Term Notes $0.00
Interest-Tax Anticipation Notes $0.00
Total Debt Service $0.00
Capital Outlay
Warrant Article #4 Fire Tanker $123,085.00
Total Capital Outlay $123,085.00
Payments of Tax Anticipation Notes
Total Tax Anticipation Notes
Payments to Trust Funds
Total Payments to Trust Funds
Payments to Other Governments
Taxes to County
Taxes to School including State Prop Tax
Total Other Governments











For the Year Ended 2003
Cash in Checking $1,070,698.00
NH Public Deposit Investment Pool $43,883.00
Petty Cash $40.00
Total Cash $1,114,621.00
Accounts Due the Town
Due from State $46,172.00
Due from Trust Funds $0.00
Due from Federal Government $0.00
Total Accounts Due the Town $46,172.00
Unredeemed Taxes
Prior to 2000 $9,146.00
Levy of 2000 $4,407.00
Levy of 2001 $15,003.00
Levy of 2002 $54,410.00




Current Use Change Taxes $0.00
Yield Taxes $0.00





Less Allowance for Uncollectible ($14,746.00)
Total Uncollected Taxes $202,000.00
Properties Taken by Town for Taxes
1997 Tax Deeds $51,721.00
1998 Tax Deeds $1,466.00
Total Tax Deeded Properties $53,187.00
Accounts Receivable




Fund Balance - December 31, 2002
Fund Balance Reserved
Change in Financial condition
Fund Balance - December 3 1 , 2003
Liabilities
Accounts Owed by the Town:
Accounts Payable
Compensated Absences Payable
Taxes Due to ConVal
Current Portion of Long Term Notes
Total Accounts Owed by the Town












For the Year of 2003
The population of the town of Temple, New Hampshire on December 3 1 , 2003
was 1,390 to the best ofmy knowledge.
There are 748 registered voters on the checklist.
Respectfully submitted,
Debra M. Harling, Census Taker
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TREASURER'S REPORT
Year Ending December 2003
Public Deposit Investment Pool:
Description Credit
Beginning Balance
Transfer from Trust Funds $614.00
Interest $347.06
Ending Balance $961.06





















































Yield Taxes $8,815.00 $8,815.47 $5,000.00
Payment in Lieu of Taxes $971.00 $971.00 $900.00
Interest & Penalties on
Delinquent Taxes $17,000.00 $19,981.01 $15,000.00
Inventory Penalties $0.00 $2,340.00 $0.00
Excavation Tax $130.00 $134.80 $100.00
Licenses, Permits and Fees
Business Licenses and Permits $50.00 $85.00 $50.00
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees $187,000.00 $206,262.13 $200,000.00
Building Permits $5,272.00 $6,489.15 $2,500.00
Other Licenses, Permits & Fees $2,800.00 $2,775.00 $2,500.00
From Federal Government $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
From State Government
Shared Revenues $8,033.00 $15,181.00 $8,000.00
Meals & Rooms Tax Dist. $41,463.00 $41,462.92 $40,000.00
Highway Block Grant ' $58,562.00 $58,561.87 $59,103.00
State Forest Land Reimb. $481.00 $480.62 $450.00
Other Government Reimb. $13,787.00 $13,787.70 $0.00
Charges for Services
Income from Departments $7,971.00 $9,113.48 $7,500.00
Other Charges $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Miscellaneous Revenues
Sale of Municipal Property $536.00 $591.00 $100.00
Interest on Investments $4,000.00 $5,666.66 $5,000.00
Other $19,000.00 $21,453.19 $15,000.00
Interfund Operating Transfers In
Capital Reserve Fund $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Trust and Agency Funds $1,000.00 $614.00 $500.00
Other Financing Sources
Proceeds from Bonds & Notes $123,085.00 $123,085.00 $0.00
Total Revenues & Credits $499,956.00 $537,851.00 $361,703.00
Total Recommended Budget $1,166,183.00
Total Individual Warrant Articles $45,100.00
Total Appropriations $1,21 1,283.00
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues Exclusive of Taxes $361,703.00
Amount of Taxes to Raise, Exclusive of School & County $849,580.00
*Estimated Revenue revised and approved by the State September 2003
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RECEIPTS





















Dog Licenses, AC Penalties & Vital Stats
Filing fees, overpayments & penalties











From the State of N.H.:
Shared Revenue $15,181.00
Highway Block Grant $58,561.87
Forest Land $480.62
Disaster Relief $13,787.70
Road Toll Refunds $1,911.24





Planning Boards Fees $795.00
ZBA Fees $400.00
Code Enforcement Fees $0.00
Police Department Revenues $4,400.67
Fire Department Revenues $2,543.81
Reimbursements $0.00
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Current Use Filing Fees $0.00
Sale of Town Property $59 1 .00
Interest on Investments $5,319.60
Rental of Town Property & Cleaning Dep. $ 1 80.00
Court Fines $1,410.00
Charges for Bad Checks $245.00
NSF Checks Made Good $5,048.80
Refunds from all Sources $ 1 ,3 1 7.46
Other Miscellaneous Revenue $13,983.47
Total Miscellaneous $43,704.96
NH Public Deposit Investment Pool $0.00
Long Term Note for Fire Tanker $123,085.00
Total Receipts from all sources $3,737,158.26
Cash on Hand-Citizens 12/31/03 $1,070,697.88
NH PUBLIC DEPOSIT INVESTMENT POOL
Interest $347.06
Transfers from Trust Funds $614.00
Total Investment Receipts $961.06


































Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2003
-DR-
Uncollected Taxes at Beginning of Year:
Property Taxes
Yield Taxes







Received in 2002 2,064.00
Stop Payment of Check
Received in 2002 2,474.50
Interest/Costs on Delinquent Taxes 1,905.39 8,137.67
Total Debits
-CR-













Current Levy Deeded to Town
Uncollected Taxes End of Fiscal Year:
Property Taxes
Yield Taxes


















SUMMARY OF TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2003
Unredeemed liens Balance at
Beginning of Fiscal Year
















Interest/Costs After Lien Execution
Abatements of Unredeemed Liens
Liens Deeded to Town
Unredeemed Liens Balance at










(Of all the Remittances, both taxes and liens, $3,269,529.54 went to the
General Fund. $124,440.00 went to the Conservation Commission Fund which
includes $87,000 due from 2001 and 2002, because it was for Current Use




2002 Yield Taxes (Billed in 2003)
1990 Yield Tax - Northwestern Resources Inc.








(As of December 31, 2003)
1991




1994 - Virginia Caney
1995 - Virginia Caney
1996 - Virginia Caney
1997 - Virginia Caney




























John & Susan Forward 539.23
Douglas Guy Jr. 952.90
Douglas Guy Jr. 736.51
Douglas Guy Jr. 4,432.06
Douglas Guy Jr. 101.71
Douglas Guy Jr. 2,789.89
Kumatsu Gumi LTD 318.53
Dorothy Morine 3,805.71




John & Susan Forward 618.03
Douglas Guy Jr. 1,288.46
Douglas Guy Jr. 861.10
Douglas Guy Jr. 5,646.88
Douglas Guy Jr. 123.83
Douglas Guy Jr. ' 6,305.97
Clay Hollister III & Patricia S Eaves 3,547.73
Kumatsu Gumi LTD 230.01
Dorothy Morine 4,402.48
Northwestern Resources Inc. 896.61
The Temple Mountain Ski Area LLC 19,865.46
The Temple Mountain Ski Area LLC 2,718.16
The Temple Mountain Ski Area LLC 514.91
$ 54,409.85
Total Unredeemed Tax Liens $82,965.67
Total Delinquencies as of December 3 1 , 2003 $299,7 1 1 .90
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TOWN FORESTER'S REPORT
For the tax year April 1, 2002 through March 31, 2003, 17 Reports of Wood or
Timber Cut were received by the Town. Yield taxes assessed for these
harvesting operations totaled $8,654.58. As of February 3, 2004, 6 Intents to
Cut have been filed with Town for the current tax year.
The State RSA specifies that any person owning land upon which wood or
timber is cut, either for sale or for services rendered, must first file an Intent to
Cut form with the Town Selectmen or assessing officials. The exception to this
is a person cutting up to 10,000 board feet of logs or up to 20 cords of fuel
wood for either their own use or for a land conversion. Under these exceptions
an individual does not have to file an Intent to Cut form. The tax years runs
from April 1 st to March 3 1 st.
The RSA also states that within 60 days of completion of the operation or
by April 15th, a Report of Wood or Timber Cut must be filed with the Town
specifying the exact volume cut by species. The Town will levy a 10 percent
yield tax based on the stumpage value of the material cut. If the job is not
completed by March 31st or did not take place, a Report of Cut must still be
filed by April 15th. At that time, a new Intent to Cut should be filed to renew
the permit. If the job is not completed by March 3 1st but will be completed by
June 30th, a 90 day extension may be granted without having to renew the
permit. To do this the Selectmen must be notified in writing by the Owner,
prior to April 1 5th. Finally, during a harvesting operation, if the volumes to be
harvested are going to exceed the estimated volumes on the original Intent to
Cut, a supplemental Intent should be filed immediately showing the additional
estimated volumes.
Landowners considering a timber harvest should be aware that there are
State harvesting regulations that must be followed. If you have any questions
regarding this or the permitting process, you can contact me through the
Selectmen's Office.
Respectfully submitted,
Allan Oxman, Licensed Forester #67
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TRUST FUNDS
Town of Temple, N.H.
December 31, 2003







Bragg Fund $ 3,500.00 $ 13,104.73 $ 16,604.73
Buswell Fund 2,900.00 17,363.97 20,263.97
Cemetery Care Fund 3,450.00 396.27 3,846.27
Cemetery Lots Fund 16,335.00 22,444.90 38,779.90
Common Fund 2,000.00 821.29 2,821.29
Scholarship Fund 60,843.05 10,790.47 71,633.52
Wheeler Memorial 263.48 386.43 649.91
Hayward-Davidson 28,308.78 8,581.96 36,890.74
Library Fund 1,060.21 611.46 1,671.67
Ruth DeQuoy Memorial 5,000.00 7,571.77 12,571.77
Totals $123,660.52 $82,073.25 $205,773.77
James A. Bragg Fund






December 31, 2003 Balance $16,604.73
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Harriet M. Buswell Fund
January 1, 2003 Principal & Interest $20,263.22
2003 Interest Income 163.75
Town of Temple request for reimbursement: cemetery care (163.00)
December 31, 2003 Balance $20,263.97
Common Fund
January 1, 20032 Principal & Interest $2,821.62
2003 Interest Income 22.67
Town of Temple request for reimbursement: Town Common care (23.00)
December 3 1 , 2003 Balance $2,82 1 .29
Bicentennial Scholarship Fund
January 1, 2003 Principal & Interest $75,705.87
2003 Interest Income 577.65
In Memory of Russell & Gerda Tyler, Albert Quinn, Roger Myrick
Amalia Schloemmer, and John Peterson 150.00
Contribution 50.00
Scholarships Paid (4,850.00)
December 3 1 , 2003 Balance $7 1 ,633.52
Six scholarships of $500.00 each were awarded to:
Jenny Duchesneau, Scott Ezell, Ethan Oxman, Kirsten Ruppel,
Rebecca Salisbury, Rob Stockwell
Cemetery Care Fund
January 1, 2003 Principal & Interest $3,846.37
2003 Interest Income 30.90
Town of Temple request for reimbursement: cemetery care (3 1 .00)
December 31, 2003 Balance $3,846.27
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Cemetery Lots Fund
January 1, 2003 Principal & Interest $38,778.61
2003 Interest Income 313.29
Town of Temple request for reimbursement: cemetery care (3 12.00)
December 3 1 , 2003 Balance $38,779.90
Wheeler Memorial Fund
January 1, 2003 Principal & Interest $665.46
2003 Interest Income 5.45
Temple Elementary School Awards (21.00)
December 3 1 , 2003 Balance $649.91
Hayward-Davidson Fund
January 1, 2003 Principal & Interest $36,888.70
2003 Interest Income 297.04
Cemetery Flowers (210.00)
Town of Temple request for reimbursement: cemetery care (85.00)
December 3 1 , 2003 Balance $36,890.74
Library Fund
January 1, 2003 Principal & Interest $1,671.55
2003 Interest Income 13.17
To Mansfield Library (13.05)
December 3 1 , 2003 Balance $1,671.67
Ruth DeQuoy Memorial Fund
January 1 , 2003 Principal & Interest $ 12,470.89
2003 Interest Income 100.88
December 3 1 , 2003 Balance $12,571.77
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CURRENT USE REPORT














Other Current Use Statistics Total No. of Acres
Receiving 20% Recreation Adjustment
Removed from Current Use During Current Year
Total No. of Owners in C.U.
Total No. of Parcels in C.U.






CONSERVATION RESTRICTION ASSESSMENT REPORT














Total No. of Owners
Total No. of Parcels
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CONSERVATION COMMISSION
With several fresh faces and voices aboard, the Temple Conservation
Commission (ConCom) forged ahead with a number of new initiatives during
2003, guided by its basic mission of conserving and protecting the Town's
natural resources.
Perhaps the most critical of these efforts is the work accomplished by the
ConCom' s Open Space Committee, which has completed the first phase of a
program designed to: 1. Objectively identify specific tracts of land that, for lack
of a better term, might be classified as local natural treasures; and 2. Further
prioritize these special lands according to a multi-point checklist that includes
such criteria as imminence of development, viewshed, and agricultural use. To
date, roughly 16 sites have been identified and prioritized. In some cases,
informal discussions between the respective landowners and ConCom members
have commenced, with the goal being to protect at least a portion of these lands
through conservation easements or acquisition. Typically, these matters take
time, often years, yet the first important steps have now been accomplished.
The ConCom has launched a formal, structured program to generate a
Natural Resource Inventory, as mandated by state law. As its name implies,
this document, now being developed by a graduate student who is also a
professional land consultant, will provide a detailed benchmark of the Town's
natural resources. Complementing the new Master Plan, it is designed to be a
key reference and tool for the ConCom and indeed for all future land-use
activities in Temple.
During the past year, the ConCom has been meeting on a twice-monthly
basis in order to accommodate a full schedule of activities. These have
included an ongoing education program within which speakers have addressed
the group on topics ranging from "Is Your Town Farm Friendly?" to an in-
depth look at identifying and monitoring wetlands. The ConCom' s bylaws
received a major tune-up, with new language introduced as necessary, and
unwieldy and nonviable verbiage eliminated.
Between early spring and into last fall, ConCom members conducted a
number of roadside clean-ups along Gen. Miller Highway, from the center of
Town to the Wilton Line, under the auspices of the State's Adopt-a-Highway
program.
The Chris Weston Conservation Area got a facelift, including the removal
of several years worth of brush and limbs, re-opening grown-in trails, and
filling in some of the property's old test-pit holes.
And a final note: This year, for the first time, the ConCom's working
budget has been included in the Town Budget. This positive step, taken at the
suggestion of the Budget Advisory Committee, brings the ConCom in line with
Temple's other land-use boards. Last year expenses for note-taking were
already being paid for, out of the Town Budget (though not broken out as a
separate line item), while other expenses were covered by the Conservation
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Fund. The rationale for reserving the fund even more strictly for land-
protection made sense to the ConCom, and we submitted a revised version of
our regular operating budget for consideration as a line item. As Temple moves
forward in a fast-changing world, the Temple Conservation Commission
remains dedicated to preserving Temple's rural character. With the help and
continued support of concerned residents, we hope to achieve that objective.
The Conservation Fund began the year with a balance of $18,753.44 on January
1, 2003. During 2003, the Fund received $124,440.00 from Land Use Change
Tax which includes $87,000 due from 2001 and 2002, plus $643.42 of interest
income. The Conservation Commission had total expeditures for the year of
$4,447.28. The ending balance for the Conservation Fund was $138,729.00 on
December 31, 2003. All 2003 expenditures include:
$4,000.00 - Temple Mountain appraisal
$26.00 - U.S. Post Office yearly box rental
$38.28 - Clark America for bank checks
$175.00 - N.H. Association for Conservation Commission dues
$48.00 - N.H. Assoc, for Con. Com. manuals for new members
$160.00 - Hubbard and Quinn Title Services for Doyle easement
$4,447.28
The Conservation Commission Fund Financial Report from the Town Treasurer






Year Ending December 2003
Public Deposit Investment Pool:
Description Credit
Beginning Balance
Transfer from Checking Account $136,340.00
Interest $360.97
Totals $136,700.97








Transfer to Investment Pool $136,340.00
Interest $282.45
Totals $124,722.45 $141,447.86 $2,028.03
Cash on hand - $138,729.00
The above is a correct statement of the transactions of the Conservation
Commission treasury during the year 2003.
Walter E. Birdsall
Temple Town Treasurer
TEMPLE RECREATION REPORT 2003
The Recreation Commission worked all of 2003 with only four members. We
were able to run our standard programs and appreciate the volunteer help we
got from citizens and organizations. We attempt to keep costs under control as
much as possible. We are always open to suggestions, but need help
implementing some of them.
We meet on an as needed schedule.
Respectfully submitted,




The year 2004 represents 30 years of service to our communities. We have
come a long way since that used Cadillac ambulance was housed in the Wilton
Town Hall. Advanced First Aid was the gold standard. There were many stay
at home moms back then and we would swap off with each other, taking duty
and caring for our children. Time marches on and those same moms went to
work but still found time to volunteer and train to the next level, becoming
EMTs. They were still able to take duty because of the generosity of their
employers allowing them to leave work to serve. We were not very busy back
then, having 150 to 200 calls a year. As the towns grew, so have we, answering
more calls every year.
In 1982, we became the first service in the area to have EMT-Intermediates.
EMT-Is are able to start IVs and deliver some life-saving medications. Ten
years later we welcomed our first EMT-Paramedic to the area. Soon there were
others and in 1993 we hired our first paid Paramedic/Director. Paramedics
were fast becoming the Standard of Care across the USA. A small group
banded together and started a volunteer Paramedic Intercept Program, with the
blessing of our Medical Resource Hospital, St. Joseph Hospital in Nashua. The
Paramedics served Wilton, Lyndeborough, Mont Vernon, Amherst, and
Brookline. Each service began welcoming their own Paramedics, and with the
increased call volume, disbanded to concentrate on our individual communities.
The call volume continued to increase and the need for Paramedic care also
increased. We followed other communities in the area and instituted Per Diem
Paramedics on April 1, 2002. We now have Paramedic coverage 24/7 to
provide Advanced Life Support to our communities.
This past year we answered 406 calls for medical aid and 169 of these at
the Advanced Life Support Level.
Thank you to our 36 members with their dedication and continued training
make this service outstanding.
Respectfully submitted,
Carylyn H. McEntee, Paramedic/Director
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MONADNOCK FAMILY SERVICES
As you know, Monadnock Family Services (MFS) is active in your community,
providing quality mental health services to those in need, regardless of their
ability to pay. As part of this mission, we feel it is important to let you know
the extent of our work, and are pleased to give you the enclosed census report
which outlines the services provided to Temple residents during 2002-2003.
Over the past year, MFS provided services to over 7,500 adults, children and
older adults. 46 of these clients and families were residents of Temple.
Once again, MFS needs your financial support to help underwrite the cost
of services we provide to the uninsured and underinsured individuals in your
town. Based on figures from the 2002 population estimates from the NH Office
of State Planning, we are asking for the equivalent of $1.25 per capita, which
for the town of Temple amounts to $1,753.75.
We ask for your continued consideration and support of our request. The
cost to MFS to serve the uninsured has increased steadily with more people
seeking subsidized services and rising treatment costs. The cost of serving the
uninsured and underinsured residents of the Monadnock Region has averaged a
half a million dollars annually for the past four years. United Way funds and
town subsidies cover about a third of the significant expense. Our services to
uninsured adults are further jeopardized as state regulations prohibit us from
supplementing non-funded or under-funded services with state funds.
Your ongoing support of our work is deeply appreciated, and we hope that
our partnership in caring for the residents of Temple will continue. We work
very hard to keep our costs down, and to identify, whenever possible, alternate
sources of funding for this population.
If you have questions, or require more information, a representative from
the agency will be happy to speak with you. Again, your support is very
important to us. By working together, we help to insure our communities
remain healthy and vital places to live, work and grow. Thanks for your
consideration.
Mary Seebart, Director, Eastern Region











Totals: Clients Seen 46
# Visits 1,873










Total Outstanding $ 14,217.90
4 Disorders of Infancy/Childhood/Adol.
1 Cognitive Disorders
5 Substance-Related Disorders
3 Schizophrenic/Other Psychotic Disorders
7 Mood Disorders
4 Anxiety Disorders
1 Impulse Control Disorders Not Classified
17 Adjustment Disorders





2 Public Psych Hospital
4 School
5 Law Enforcement/Correction
1 Private MH Practice
3 Social/Community Agency
2 Non-Psychiatric Physician




The Mil ford Area Mediation Program offers no charge mediation services to
residents of the greater Milford area. The funding for this program is
generously provided by the New Hampshire Department of Health and Human
Services in partnership with Hillsborough County 6% Incentive Fund Program
and participating towns. The overall goal of this work is to reduce court
involvement for adolescents, reduce domestic conflict involving children, and
identify secondary services at reduced or sliding scale rates. By carrying out
this goal the program seeks to reduce the time, dollars and resources needed to
deal with issues of adolescents. The program has existed for twelve years and
provides direct mediation services to residents of Milford and surrounding
towns. Any resident seeking to resolve conflict is encouraged to call the office
(672-271 1) to set an appointment or to gather more information. Although the
Milford Area Mediation office is located in Milford, there are several satellite
offices where we can meet with clients in outlying towns.
The program focuses on providing family mediation, but also provides
other types of mediation such as divorce mediation. Mediation helps solve
disagreements in ways that fit the needs and values of each party in the
mediation. By uncovering the causes of conflicts, mediation can reduce stress,
improve family relations and increase positive communication among family
members. Examples of areas of conflict that families have turned to Milford
Area Mediation for help in successfully solving include: general family
disagreements, adolescent runaways, parenting, school related concerns,
adjustments to changes in families, pre-delinquent behavior, teenage
independence, responsibility, and truancy.
The program coordinator works to refer and match clients with other
agencies, schools and providers in the area. As a result of this intensive work
we have been able to provide some unique services to adolescents. We have
obtained funding and grants specifically for therapeutic classes, scholarships
and reduced rates for counseling services. We have also obtained no charge
consultation from a Nashua based licensed social worker. Without this type of
community support and belief in our work we would not be able to offer the
services we do to area residents.
Through this funding the program delivered mediation services to one
hundred and ninety five residents living in: Amherst, Francestown, Greenfield,
Greenville, Hillsborough, Milford, New Ipswich, Peterborough and Temple.
Of those served, one hundred and three were juveniles and ninety-two were
adults. Referrals to the program came from six police departments, four school
districts, one district court and several human services agencies. Although the
bulk of the mediations are with families, there are couple and divorce
mediations as well. This year a family participating in Mediation also gave
contributions.
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There is no staff at the Milford office other than the Program Coordinator.
We believe the funding raised each year should be dedicated to delivering
services, not to having a large staff and fancy offices! The volunteer mediators
in the program have completed at least 45 hours of training and are supervised
by a Master's level mediator. The mediators are provided in-service workshops
and conferences throughout the year. All training for the volunteers is donated
to the program.
Kate Fitzpatrick, MSed, Program Coordinator
PLANNING BOARD REPORT 2003
In the year 2003, the Planning Board reviewed and approved two minor
subdivisions, a lot line adjustment and one site-plan review. At the end of 2003
the Board was still in the process of reviewing two four-lot subdivision
applications.
The Board approved the updated Master Plan on December 3, 2003.
Copies of the Master Plan will be available in early 2004.
The Board also appointed Richard Whitcomb to fill the vacancy left when
Tedd Petro was elected to the Board of Selectmen.
My thanks and appreciation to my fellow planning board members and to
the citizens who offered their input for the updating of the Master Plan.
Respectfully submitted,
Bruce H. Kullgren, Sr., Chairman Planning Board
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HOME HEALTH CARE, HOSPICE
AND COMMUNITY SERVICES, INC.
January 1, 2003 to December 31, 2003
In 2003, HCS - Home Healthcare, Hospice and Community Services continued
to provide home care and community services to the residents of Temple. The
following information represents a projection of HCS's activities in your
community in 2003 1
.
Service Report
Services Offered Services Provided
Nursing 124 Visits
Physical Therapy 26 Visits
Medical Social Worker 5 Visits
Homemaker Hours Hours
Home Health Aide 75 Visits
Home & Community Based Services* 4 Hours
*Home and Community Based Care is a Medicaid program which offers
extended home care services to individuals who are in need of nursing home
level care but can be maintained at home for a lower cost.
Total Unduplicated Residents Served: 26
Prenatal care, hospice services and regularly scheduled wellness clinics and
child health clinics are also available to residents. Town funding partially
supports these services.
Financial Report
The actual cost of all services provided in 2003 with all funding sources is
$22,308.00.
These services have been supported to the greatest extent possible by
Medicare, Medicaid, other insurances, grants and patient fees. Services that
were not covered by other funding have been supported by your Town.
For 2004, we request an appropriation of $1,750.00 to continue to meet the
home care needs of Temple residents.
Thank you for your consideration.
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ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICERS REPORT
2003 was a slow year for the Animal Control Dept. Below is a list of most of
the calls we handled.
Dog owners please take note, all dogs over the age of 4 months old
must be licensed by April 30 each year RSA 466:1. The dog tag should be
placed around the dogs neck. Not only will this help me when your dog gets





Dogs Taken to Shelter 2
Loose Horse Complaints 3
Other Barnyard Animals 3
Farm Inspections 2
Court Cases
Dogs Killed by Auto 2
Fines, Fees Paid $495.00
For Animal Control Response Please Dial — 878-3474
Respectfully submitted,
Peter A. Clegg, Animal Control Officer
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MANSFIELD PUBLIC LIBRARY








Other (tapes, games, puzzles) 753
Total 7,424
Computer Use 342 times
The library purchased 380 books and accepted the gift of 63 others. 255 items
were removed from the collection mostly due to poor condition and obsolete
information.
On June 1 st we held Open House to present the new addition and final
renovation of the two existing rooms. 48 visitors came for this occasion. We
are especially pleased that this project has been achieved without the use of tax
dollars.
Our summer reading program enrolled 25 children who read a total of 461
books. Prizes were awarded at a party held in August.
Additional shelves were added to the children's room so all of that
collection could be together. We are concentrating on up-dating juvenile books
during the coming year. We also have started a collection of DVD's.
We thank all who help us with time, money and gifts of materials. We
welcome memorial donations.
We provide the following for public use: a computer with internet access, a
copier, tax forms and 4 tickets to the Currier Museum.
Library Hours: Monday, Wednesday & Friday 1:30-5, Tuesday 10 - 12 &
1 - 5:30, Wednesday evening 7-9, and Saturday 2-5. Our phone number is







Librarian's Salary $ 14,900.00 $ 15,071.49 $ 15,273.00
Library Assistant $ 3,200.00 $ 3,176.21 $ 3,280.00
Social Security $ 1,123.00 $ 1,120.51 $ 1,151.00
Medicare $ 263.00 $ 261.86 $ 270.00
Telephone $ 1,200.00 $ 1,218.71 $ 1,100.00
Janitor $ 300.00 $ 300.00 $ 300.00
Library Aide $ 200.00 $ 162.74 $ 200.00
Electric $ 540.00 $ 839.84 $ 850.00
Heating $ 1,000.00 $ 2,790.80 $ 2,000.00
Repairs and Maintenance $ 800.00 $ 1,503.88 $ 500.00
Alarm Maintenance $ 100.00 $ 50.00 $ 50.00
Dues and Subscriptions $ 160.00 $ 209.90 $ 160.00
Supplies $ 400.00 $ 540.79 $ 400.00
Postage $ 150.00 $ 111.60 $ 150.00
Landscaping $ 600.00 $ 725.00 $ 600.00
Mileage $ 160.00 $ 132.49 $ 160.00
Books $ 5,500.00 $ 5,047.44 $ 5,500.00
Magazines $ 700.00 $ 708.55 $ 600.00
Video Tapes $ 450.00 $ 444.88 $ 300.00
Newspapers $ 200.00 $ 182.50 $ 225.00
Miscellaneous $ 150.00 $ 185.90 $ 150.00
Totals $ 32,096.00 $ 34,785.09 $ 33,219.00
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TEMPLE VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
TVFD Call Summary
Year 2000 2001 2002 2003
Type
Structure fire / Temple 2 3 3 3
Structure fire / Mutual aid 6 4 10 8
Motor vehicle fire 1 1 5 4
Motor vehicle accident 10 18 18 24
Smoke investigation 2 6 8 2
Brush fire 6 1 5 1
Chimney fire 2 4 2 3
Misc. / Temple 2 5 6 4
"CO." Investigation 4 1
Misc. / mutual aid 1
Electrical fire 1 4 1
Wires down 3 7 9
Automatic fire alarm 12 10 11 4
Total fire calls . 47 57 80 63
TVFD 2003 Roster
Fire Chief William S. Wildes Lieutenants Luke Peterson




Nancy Beringer Mike Brampton Pete Carvelli
George Clark David Congdon Patrick Connolly
Joe Cournoyer Nick Desmarias Dennis Ferrill
Tim Fiske Don Fonda Bob Frazier
Lincoln Geiger Deb Hading Steve Hading
Jim Koster Don Kraemer Chris Leblanc
Mark Salisbury Keith Swindell Barbara
Thorngren
Pete Thorngren Jr. FF Amber Swindell
Military Leave, Ken Patria
Fire Department Auxiliary
Christina Caswell Chris Congdon Peggy Cournoyer
Sherry Fiske Barbara Hading Kathy Koster







Clothing Allowance $ 6,000.00 $ 5,950.00 $ 6,000.00
Health & Safety $ 1,300.00 $ 1,007.08 $ 1,300.00
Telephone $ 1,000.00 $ 1,396.26 $ 1,000.00
Dues & Subscriptions $ 900.00 $ 800.50 $ 900.00
Fire Supplies $ 3,000.00 $ 1,993.51 $ 3,000.00
Postage $ 300.00 $ 137.60 $ 200.00
Station Supplies $ 250.00 $ 284.95 $ 300.00
Equipment (for Trucks) $ 4,600.00 $ 3,421.10 $ 3,000.00
Hose Replacement $ 1,000.00 $ 638.65 $ 1,250.00
Equipment Maintenance $ 1,000.00 $ 1,902.05 $ 1,000.00
Foam $ 250.00 $0.00 $ 250.00
Equipment (in Station) $ 650.00 $ 46.74 $ 650.00
Training $ 2,900.00 $ 3,306.39 $ 2,000.00
Radio Maintenance $ 500.00 $ 2,149.85 $ 1,500.00
Radio Equipment $ 1,000.00 $ 1,217.34 $ 1,000.00
Vehicle Maint & Repair $ 6,000.00 $ 6,302.14 $ 6,000.00
Totals $ 30,650.00 $ 30,554.16 $ 29,350.00
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This year we have added the TVFD roster to the Town Report. More important
than all the equipment or trucks, volunteers are what make the Fire Department.
Outstanding achievements of the volunteers include Nick Desmarias, Nancy
Beringer and Rich Beringer earning their CDL B driver licenses. George Clark
earned his Firefighter Level 1 certification. Curtis Dude, Mark Salisbury and
Mike Connolly are finishing up Level 2 Firefighter Certification with the big
test scheduled for February 2004.
Repairs to several automatic fire alarm systems in town greatly reduced
call volume this year but Mother Nature kept us busy. In 2002 it was drought
with smoke investigations and brush fires. In 2003 it was rain, snow and ice
with downed power lines and automobile accidents. Most auto accidents this
year were weather related. Please wear your seatbelts and slow down in bad
weather.
All of the trucks performed well this year. The pumper and tanker
passed baseline pump tests. The forestry truck received transfer case repair, a
new oil pan and radiator. This truck is equipped for forestry use in summer and
as a mini attack pumper in winter. The new tanker entered service in
November. Very powerful, agile and user friendly, it worked extremely well at
its first structure fire. We will work hard to see it gives Temple over thirty
years of service.
The TVFD and Auxiliary still needs new members, especially for
weekday calls. Made up of interesting, caring and motivated individuals, this
team works year round to provide emergency fire and rescue response. Anyone
with a few hours to spare a week can become a hero to someone dialing 911.
The TVFD has some of the finest equipment of any area department. We are
staffed by a small team of the finest people you will find anywhere. All that is
missing is you.
Respectfully submitted,
William S. Wildes, Fire Chief
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REPORT OF FOREST FIRE WARDEN
AND
STATE FOREST RANGER
Your local Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department, and the State of New
Hampshire Division of Forests and Lands cooperate to reduce the risk of
wildland fires in New Hampshire. To help us assist you, contact your local
Forest Fire Warden or Fire Department to find out if a permit is required before
doing ANY outside burning. Fire permits are mandatory for all outside burning
unless the ground where the burning is to be done (and surrounding area) is
completely covered with snow. Violations of the fire permit law and the other
burning laws of the State of New Hampshire are misdemeanors punishable by
fines up to $2,000 and/or a year in jail, in addition to the cost of suppressing the
fire.
A new law effective January 1, 2003, prohibits residential trash burning.
Contact New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services at (800) 498-
6868 or www.des.state.nh.us for more information.
Help us to protect you and our forest resources. Most New Hampshire
wildfires are human caused. Homeowners can help protect their homes by
maintaining adequate green space around the house and making sure that the
house number is correct and visible. Contact your fire department or the New
Hampshire Division of Forests and Lands at www.nhdfl.org or 271-2217 for
wildland fire safety information.
2003 Fire Statistics
(All Fires Reported thru November 3, 2003)
Totals by County Causes of Fires Reported
Number Acres
Belknap 40 4.86 Arson 10
Carroll 46 13.99 Campfire 25
Cheshire 8 .68 Children 13
Coos 7 17.40 Smoking 20
Grafton 22 12.60 Debris 226
Hillsborough 60 11.34 Railroad 3
Merrimack 98 10.45 Lightning 2
Rockingham 56 18.54 Equipment 8
Strafford 34 7.94 *Misc. 67











As I look back on the year 2003, I find that we have had an increase in reported
occurrences in several categories. The town is experiencing more commuter
traffic than ever before. This has resulted in an increase in motor vehicle
accidents. We received a speed-monitoring grant from the New Hampshire
Highway Safety Agency. This grant helps to defer the cost of officers on speed
enforcement patrols. The Police and Animal Control Officer have also noted an
increase in wild animal complaints. There have been more bear and coyote
complaints this year than usual, as well as an increase in domestic animal
issues.
Another growing issue is the increase in OHRV (4-wheeler and dirt bikes)
complaints. This will continue to be a concern, as this is one of the fastest
growing sports in New Hampshire. The department will be sponsoring an
OHRV Safety class in the spring, to educate both new and experienced OHRV
operators about safety and legal issues involved in OHRV ownership and
operation. The New Hampshire Fish and Game Department has appointed Mr.
Mark Martin of Temple and myself as instructors so that we can offer this
important class. We wish to thank the generous and concerned citizen of the
town who donated a 4-wheeler and related equipment to be used by the Police
Department for enforcement, training, and emergency purposes. The donation
included a 4-wheeler, snow tracks, trailer and trailer hitch for the cruiser. This
is a valuable tool now only for the Police Department, but also for the Fire
Department and rescue services. The equipment has not cost the town any
money; in fact it has generated some revenue, in the form of fines, of which a
portion comes back to the town.
The Temple Police Department will continue to provide the best possible
service. We have some of the best officers in the state, which when combined
with your support, make our department a tremendous success. Thank you!
Respectfully submitted,




Category 2003 2003 2004
Part-time Wages $16,000.00 $14,334.14 $17,347.00
Full Time Wages - Hourly $31,070.00 $32,790.18 $31,845.00
Chiefs Salary $43,578.00 $50,060.03 $44,679.00
Overtime $4,000.00 $4,094.36 $4,000.00
Health Insurance $16,792.00 $16,791.12 $20,464.00
Social Security $1,209.00 $957.38 $1,076.00
Medicare $1,373.00 $1,353.51 $1,420.00
N.H. Retirement $3,979.00 $5,358.87 $6,338.00
Tuition Reimbursement $250.00 $400.00 $250.00
Uniforms $1,000.00 $1,107.76 $1,000.00
Telephone $2,500.00 $2,733.39 $2,500.00
Vehicle Maintenance $2,500.00 $2,553.28 $2,500.00
Equipment Rentals $800.00 $888.00 $900.00
Dues & Subscriptions $250.00 $212.00 $250.00
Office Supplies $800.00 $982.14 $800.00
Postage $275.00 $245.47 $275.00
Books and Periodicals $150.00 $111.00 $150.00
Departmental Supplies $600.00 $503.39 $600.00
Pistol Permit Expenditures $10.00 $79.99 $10.00
Equipment $1,880.00 $2,643.25 $1,880.00
Equipment Repairs $0.00 $0.00 $300.00
Training $1,000.00 $921.00 $1,000.00
Special Detail Pay $1,000.00 $2,037.50 $1,000.00
Special Detail Social Security $62.00 $55.03 $62.00
Special Detail Medicare $15.00 $29.55 $15.00
Witness Fees $30.00 $73.60 $30.00
Totals $131,123.00 $141,315.94 $140,691.00
Under Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) 34 regulations, towns are now
required to show accumulated vacation and sick leave payables to employees on their books.
Therefore, expenditures are increased by $6,989 to compensate for this.
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TOWN OF TEMPLE, NH 2003
Current Use Land $ 1,056,183.00
Conservation Restriction Assessment (at Current Use values) 2,158.00




Total Appraised Values $79,879,041.00
65 veteran credits given equaling $6,500.00
One totally and permanently disabled veterans credit given equaling $700.00
2 elderly exemptions given resulting in a reduction based on




The spring and summer of 2003 were fairly wet with a lot of wind. There were
not any huge storms, but several small ones. Winter had come so early the
previous fall that we were looking forward to getting an early start on the
summer projects. That didn't happen as it was the middle of April before
enough snow was gone to start grading roads. Things went quite well from
then on. The following is a list of some of the extra projects that we did in
addition to our regular maintenance:
• Widened a small section of West Rd. and installed 200' of underground
drainage.
• Spread 330 ton of recycles asphalt product on Mud Rd. then sealed it.
• Spread 320 ton of recycles asphalt and gravel on East Rd.
• Installed 486' of underground drainage and spread approximately 580
ton of gravel on Peterborough Rd.
• Spread 640 ton of gravel on the west end of Howard Hill Rd., and
because it was decided at town meeting not to pave Howard Hill, we
spread 475 ton of hard pack gravel on it.
• Installed 160' of underground drainage and spread over 2000 ton of
gravel on North Rd.
• Sealed and sanded the paved sections of East Rd., Colburn Rd., Hadley
Hwy., and Boutwell Hill, plus several road entrance ramps.
• Helped the Conservation Commission clean up the old dump site on the
Christopher Weston Conservation land.
The beaver population seems to be exploding around town. We have had more
than our usual problems with them plugging up culverts and flooding roads.
We have decided that the bridge on West Rd. is the most important one in
town in need of rebuilding. We've had an engineering company do a hydraulic
study on the area where the bridge is located to determine the size that is
needed. We plan to have it designed, put out for bids in 2004, then built in
2005. The New Hampshire Department of Transportation will reimburse the



























































Total Highways $334,618.00 $344,893.81 $338,247.00
Under Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) 34 regulations, towns are now
required to show accumulated vacation and sick leave payables to employees on their books.
Therefore, expenditures are increased by $12,850 to compensate for this.
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Winter:
The past winter was indeed a long, cold, windy, snowy season. It started
October 23, 2002 and continued on through March. The snow that came in
October was still on the ground when spring finally arrived in April. The
Federal Government declared the winter storm that came on February 17-18,
dumping 26" of snow on us, a disaster. The forms were filled out, submitted,
and we received $13,690.00 from the Federal Emergency Management Agency
to help pay for our snow removal costs.
We thought that winter was coming right back at us on October 23, 2003
when it snowed several inches, but November warmed up again giving us time
to finish all of our projects. December made up for it with back to back nor'








The grass grew very well this past summer due to all of the rain we had. There
was some tree damage from the heavy winds that came with the rains, but
nothing too severe.
The ground around the stonewall in front of East Cemetery was dug up to
try and determine what is causing the stones to move. Winter arrived and that
project will have to be continued in the spring.
There was a lot of money left over in the Cemetery budget as you will
notice. The plan of obtaining enough fill to finish off part of the new cemetery
never materialized.
Respectfully submitted,
Timothy P. Fiske, Cemetery Supervisor
Cemetery Budget
Estimate Actual Estimate
Category 2003 2003 2004
Cemetery Maintenance $3,000.00 $2,392.70 $3,000.00
Cemetery Supervisor $597.00 $597.00 $ 612.00
Social Security $224.00 $185.36 $ 224.00
Medicare $53.00 $43.34 $ 53.00
Subcontracted Maintenance $4,000.00 $415.00 $4,000.00
Repairs & Supplies $3,000.00 $700.80 $3,000.00
Totals $10,874.00 $4,334.20 $10,889.00
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MARRIAGES
Registered in Temple, N.H.






















Report of Residents of Temple, N.H.

























































































































































































Report of Residents of Temple, N.H.
For the Year Ending December 31, 2003
Date of Death January 27, 2003
Name of Deceased Norman F. Rockwood
Place of Death Manchester, NH
Name of Father Ervin Rockwood




















































MINUTES TO TOWN MEETING
March 15, 2003
The Temple annual Town Meeting was called to order by Moderator Bruce Kullgren,
Jr. at 10:30 a.m. at the Temple Elementary School.
An invocation was given by Reverend David Congdon. He mentioned John Dow
stating that he lived his life well and it will take six people to fill his void. Reverend
Congdon then offered a prayer.
Bruce Kantner and Debra Hading delivered a Thank You to Bob Frazier for all his
hard work and service to the Town for the nine years he was selectman.
Article 1: Elected March 11, 2003
Selectman for three years, Tedd Petro; Trustee of the Trust Funds for two years,
Iphigenia C. Hatt; Trustee ofthe Trust Funds for three years, Gail Pierson Cromwell;
Supervisor of the Checklist for one year, Katharine P. Dean; Cemetery Trustee for
three years, Richard Beringer; Library Trustee for two years, Wendy R. Drouin;
Library Trustee for three years, Katherine Jones, Silas Little, Sydney Thomas;
Fire Engineer for three years, Richard Beringer; Planning Board for three years,
Bruce H. Kullgren Sr., Martin T. Connolly; Budget Advisory Committee for one
year, Chris Nolte, Paul Quinn; Budget Advisory Committee for two years, Rae
Barnhisel, Charlene Eddy; Budget Advisory Committee for three years, Steve
Andersen, Brian Kullgren.
Article 2: Elected March 11, 2003: Moderator for the Conval School District for
three years, no candidates; School Board Representative for three years, Martin T.
Connolly - write in.
Article 3: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the selectmen to negotiate with
and enter into a purchase and sale agreement with the owner(s) for the purchase of
a 64.81 acre parcel of land located on General Miller Highway (Skladany land -
Map 07 Lot 031), on such terms and conditions as they deem fit and, further,
subject however, to the condition that the Selectmen shall not agree to purchase
said property at any price that exceeds an appraisal of the property, which the
Selectmen shall obtain, by ten percent (10%). Further, to raise and appropriate the
sum of $200,000 (gross budget) to fund said purchase and to authorize the issuance
of not more than $200,000 of bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of
the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33) and to authorize the selectmen to issue and
negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon. (2/3
ballot vote required)
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Article 3 Moved as written by: Robert Frazier.
Seconded by: Bruce Kantner.
Moved by Tom Baker to amend Article 3 to add "before purchase of this land soil
test shall be performed. We will allocate $3,000.00 for this testing. Also, the three
lots on NH RT 45 shall be sold at fair market value". Amendment seconded by
Alan Pickman. The amendment failed on a voice vote.
FAILED BY SECRET BALLOT 81 FOR 94 AGAINST
Article 4: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$123,085.00 for the purchase of a fire tanker truck for the Fire Department, and to
authorize the issuance ofnot more than $ 1 23,085.00 in bonds or notes in accordance
with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33) and to authorize the
municipal officials to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the
rate of interest thereon. (2/3 Ballot Vote required)
Article 4 Moved as written by: Robert Frazier.
Seconded by: Bruce Kantner
PASSED BY SECRET BALLOT 138 FOR 38 AGAINST
Article 5: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,031,672.00 for town charges and other necessary maintenance and operating
expenditures.
Article 5 Moved as written by: Robert Frazier
Seconded by: Bruce Kantner
Move to amend line item Patriotic Purposes to read $ 1 ,450.00. Move by Paul Quinn,
seconded by William S. Wildes. PASSED by voice vote.
Move to amend Article #5 to read $982,172.00. Move by Bruce Kullgren Sr.,
seconded by Steven Andersen. Amendment FAILED by show of voter cards 65
yes, 84 no.
Article 5 IS AMENDED BY: Robert Frazier to read $1,032,172.00
Seconded by: Sherry Fiske
PASSED by voice vote.
Article 6: To see if the Town, pursuant to the authority granted to it in RSA 79-
A:25; will vote to place 10% of the revenues of all future payments collected
pursuant to RSA 79-A into the conservation fund which was previously created in
accordance with RSA 36-A. (By petition)
Article 6 Moved as written by: Richard Beringer
Seconded by: William S. Wildes
FAILED BY SECRET BALLOT 76 FOR 87 AGAINST
Article 7: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of two
thousand five hundred dollars ($2,500.00) for the purpose of replacement,
maintenance and/or repair of the rails and posts around the Town Common.
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Article 7 Moved as written by: Sherry Fiske
Seconded by: Bruce Kantner
PASSED BY VOICE VOTE
Article 8: To hear the reports of agents, auditors, and committees or officers
heretofore chosen and to take any vote relating thereto. No reports heard.
Article 9: To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of five
thousand dollars ($5,000.00) for the purpose ofa feasibility study on the renovation,
restoration, and/or addition to the Town Hall.
Article 9 Moved as written by: Robert Frazier
Seconded by: Bruce Kantner
Motion to amend Article #9 made by Ted Petro to read "To see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000.00) for the
purpose of a feasibility study for an addition to the old Town Hall". Seconded by
Rae Barnhisel. Amendment failed on a voice vote.
PASSED BY VOICE VOTE
Article 10: To see if town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of sixty
thousand dollars ($60,000.00), as its share of the cost of replacing a Town Bridge.
This appropriation is required to qualify the Town of Temple for State Bridge Aid
and this will be a non-lapsing appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI and will not lapse
until a bridge has been completed or December 31, 2008, whichever is sooner.
Article 10 Moved as written by: Robert Frazier
Seconded by: Bruce Kantner
PASSED BY VOICE VOTE
Article 11: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of five
thousand ($5,000.00) for the purpose ofpurchasing a back stop and dug out fencing,




Moved as written by: Robert Frazier
Seconded by: Sherry Fiske
PASSED BY VOICE VOTE
Article 12: To see if the town will vote to accept and maintain the newly acquired
CET Fire Pumps Manufacturing unit, Defender Series SK, forestry firefighting
skid, suction pump and foam unit as a gift from the Temple Fireman's Association.
Article 12 Moved as written by: Robert Frazier
Seconded by: Bruce Kantner
PASSED BY VOICE VOTE
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Article 13: Whereas, New Hampshire residents pay the 12 th highest cost of
insurance in the country; and
Whereas, the cost of health insurance premiums for families has increased
by 45% over the past three years; and
Whereas, 100,000 New Hampshire residents have no health coverage and
77% of them have a full-time worker at home; and
Whereas, due to the rising costs almost half of New Hampshire's small
business cannot afford health coverage for their employees, therefore be it resolved
That we, the citizens of Temple, New Hampshire, call on our elected
officials from all levels of government, and those seeking office, to work with
consumers, businesses, and health care providers to ensure that:
Everyone, including the self-employed, unemployed, un- and
underinsured, and small business owners has access to an affordable
basic health plan similar to what federal employees receive:
Everyone, including employers, consumers, and the state, local and
federal government makes a responsible and fair contribution to finance
the health care system:
Everyone receives high quality care that is cost efficient and medically
effective; and
That these efforts help control the skyrocketing cost of health care.
(By Petition)
Article 13 Moved as written by: Michael Barrett
Seconded by Allan Pickman
PASSED BY SHOW OF VOTER CARD 59 FOR 37 AGAINST
Article 14: To see if the town will vote to institute the Temple Rescue Squad
within the Temple Volunteer Fire Department. (By Petition)
Article 14 Moved as written by: Luke Peterson
Seconded by: William S. Wildes
FAILED BY VOICE VOTE
Article 15: To see if in addition to instituting the Temple Rescue Squad the town
will also vote to fund the initial cost of seven thousand five hundred dollars
($7,500.00) to equip and fund the additional costs of the squad to the town. (By
Petition)
NO ACTION TAKEN
Motion to adjourn the meeting by: Tom Baker
Seconded by: Debra Hading





The breakdown of Property Tax Rates for 2003 were as follows:
Town of Temple $9.76
Hillsborough County 1.71
ConVal School District 16.74
State Education Tax 5.38
Total Tax Rate: $33.59
The breakdown of Property Tax Rates for 2002 were as follows:
Town of Temple $7.71
Hillsborough County 1.67
ConVal School District 13.89
State Education Tax 6.33
Total Tax Rate: $29.60
The breakdown of Property Tax Rates for 2001 were as follows:
Town of Temple $ 6.35
Hillsborough County 1.93
ConVal School District 10.76
State Education Tax 6.28
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Emergency Number (ambulance, fire, police): 91
1
Nearest Hospital: 924-7191
(Monadnock Community Hospital, Peterborough)
Population: 1,390
Registered Voters: 748
Land Area: 14,241 acres: 22.3 square miles. Surface water 185 acres.
Elevation: Highest point - 2198 ft. (subpeak near summit, Pack Monadnock)
Town Hall- 1060 feet
Lowest point -just over 800 feet (SE corner of township)
Latitude: 42° 48' N, Longitude 71° 51' W
approximate for Temple center
Normal annual precipitation- 37.23"
Normal temperature: January - 20.1 degree; July - 69 degree F
Distance in miles to:
Boston 67 Manchester 29
Concord 49 Milford 12
Fitchburg 18 Nashua 23
Keene 29 Peterborough 8
The Temple voter is located in:
Second U.S. Congressional District
Fifth State Councilor District
Eleventh State Senatorial District
Forty Fifth State House of Representatives District
Third County Commissioner District

